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ABSTRACT 

This model proposes an approach for teaching history through drama in education. 

The program uses the framework of la carpa, a Mexican American theatrical tradition. 

Participants develop historical knowledge and skills of expression while they learn to use 

their own lives as a key to understanding the lives of others. In the past two decades in the 

U.S., drama teachers and youth project leaders have been employing social drama to 

encourage adolescents to express their fears, frustrations and experiences. As with the 

tradition of la carpa, the scripts reveal sentiments that may not be able to be spoken safely 

elsewhere. In contrast to the production of classic, scripted plays, social drama provides 

participants with the opportunity to create their own material using their own lives as 

primary resources. In addition to challenging participants aesthetically, the teaching model 

of la carpa fosters inteipersonal development. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When the United States took ownership of the Northern half of Mexico in 1854, 

suddenly Mexicanos were strangers in their own land. Anglos renamed the region as 

California, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas and Utah. The Anglo settlers moved 

in and surrounded the Mexican residents with U.S. economy and culture. Mexican 

Americans had to fight to preserve their language and values. In addition to religion and 

family, theatre played a principal role in nourishing the strength of the Mexican 

communities. A particularly political brand of theatre, la carpa, flourished as an integral 

force in the struggle. 

Beginning in the late 1800s, la carpa was the "poor man's" tent show. Carpa 

companies traveled in circuits from inner city barrios to workers' fields, wherever the 

Mexican American population resided. La carpa mixed elements of circus with dramatic 

material that directly addressed the injustices and strife of the Mexicans. The skits were 

surrounded by traditional and popular singing, dancing and even acrobatics. Under the tent 

of a carpa performance, the community united to speak in their own language about the 

issues that concerned them, such as racism, unemployment and cultural confusion. 

In the past two decades, high school drama programs in the U.S. have been 

incorporating styles with similar components to la carpa. Drama teachers and youth project 

leaders employ social drama to encourage adolescents to use the stage to express their fears 

and rage. As in la carpa, the social drama scripts organize the anguish of the people into 

comic or dramatic episodes, interlaced with popular music and commentary. The actors of 

social drama and la carpa serve their audiences not only as artists for entertainment, but also 

as agents of expression and social catharsis. 

Although I have found sparse direct documentation of social drama projects, I have 

witnessed abundant examples in action. During an internship with a public high school in 

St. Paul, Minnesota in 1993,1 worked with intermediate drama students on a video 
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dramatization of their experience with "culture clash." One young man re-enacted the true 

life scene of his coming out as a homosexual. Another actor depicted the pressure of being 

caught between the demands of his white and black friends. A young woman told the story 

of the return of her absent father, an event that occurred just days before the taping. Hip 

hop and rock music served as the segue between segments. 

In the same semester, I attended a production at a public high school across town in 

Minneapolis. The evening consisted of student-created vignettes about sexual harassment, 

homosexuality and violence. Between each sketch, students would speak. Emcees 

introduced each piece, sometimes warning the audience of controversial content to come ("I 

hope this next one won't offend you," a young woman said before classmates performed a 

comic skit about students with special needs). 

Later the same year in Tucson, Arizona, I watched rehearsals for a show by the 

Tucson Parks and Recreation Youth Drama program. A naiTative framework of a 

homeroom teacher trying to get students to introduce themselves on the first day of school 

encased fragmented scenes depicting the crises of the teenagers. The actors dramatized 

situations ranging from drug addiction to AIDS to the quest for a prom date. As with la 

carpa, social drama focuses on the "hot" controversial issues, the subjects that the 

participating population identify as urgent. 

Social drama and la carpa share obvious similarities in structure, content and 

function. Each show interweaves socio-political commentary with a vibrant pastiche of 

creative expression. The scripts reveal sentiment that may not be able to be spoken 

elsewhere. The words come from the language of the vernacular. Both la carpa and social 

drama enable a community to voice agony, forge identity and unity, while raising 

awareness about the reality they endure. But the differences between social drama and la 

carpa spark the true potential for a powerful combination. 
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As an artistic tradition la carpa offers an aesthetic framework that social drama often 

lacks. British educational drama specialist Gavin Bolton asserts that the effort to create 

child-centered activity has inadvertently led to pure, undisciplined self-expression (Drama 

as Education 6). Youth theatre playwright David Pammenter warns, "... if the material 

presented is slight, lacking emotional or intellectual depth then the intelligence and aesthetic 

capabilities of the children are being underestimated and resulting work will be patronizing, 

hold little meaning" (Pammenter 69). 

Countless assessments of the current condition of drama in education declare that 

the art form has been diluted, sacrificed for the emphasis on life skills. In the absence of 

artistic discipline and qualified psychological training, the social drama classroom fixated 

chiefly on life skills suffers losses in both aesthetics and potency. 

After encountering a strange homogeneity across the social drama performances I 

have witnessed, I, too have wondered, how long will confessional tales sustain the interest 

of audiences (thus funders)? More importantly, how long can this form provide an 

adequate challenge for growth in participants? Bolton contends that, "The obvious 

drawback to emphasizing the importance of the individual is that it can lead to unhealthy 

egocentricism. If the pupil in the drama lesson is conscious of using drama to help the real 

me get out then this could be as limiting as the most inflexible authoritarian teaching" 

(Drama as Education 46). In addition to building an artistic discipline into the act, 

overlaying a historical context onto social drama can alleviate unhealthy egocentricism. 

Beyond the inherent educational merit, employing a historical framework, such as 

la carpa, can link the struggle of the individual to the legacy of human struggle. While 

participants learn how to express themselves, they leam how people of earlier epochs 

expressed themselves. After all, as Bolton decrees in his complaints against over-indulging 

in theatre of self-expression, drama is a social event, not a solitary experience (Drama as 

Education 46V 
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New York University professor Neil Postman reinforces this point in his article, 

"The Disappearance of Childhood." Postman speaks of the danger of the culture of 

narcissism prevalent amongst our youth. He states that the immediate gratification of a 

television-based society amplifies the present out of proportion. The lack of connection to 

moments before or after result in "no sense of belonging, no capacity for lasting 

relationships, no respect for limits and no grasp of the future" (22). With la carpa, the 

individual can invest the immediacy of his/her life into a wider scope. 

The model I have constructed for teaching la carpa to adolescents demonstrates how 

one can fuse social drama with teaching history. Participants would learn about Mexican 

American history, la carpa and Mexican American theatre while developing dramatic and 

interpersonal skills. 

Project leaders can individualize the plans to adapt the program to the needs of their 

particular group. Some groups could choose to culminate the project in a public 

performance while others could easily alter the model to a non-exhibitional experience for 

participants. The model should be accessible to drama students and also youth who have 

had no previous theatrical training. However, the potentially volatile nature of the subject 

matter makes it essential that the leader of the program be a trained educational drama 

specialist. 

Currently, a vital emphasis of U.S. pedagogy is making education multicultural. 

Yet the model of la carpa focuses predominantly on one cultural aesthetic. In fact, the 

framework for the curriculum is the exploration of a specific population in a defined time 

period and locale (Mexican Americans in the Southwest U.S., 1890s-1950s), using a 

particular type of theatre for a distinct purpose. The danger of the specificity is as potent as 

its worth. 

The context of the history and relevance of la carpa is rooted in conflict between and 

within cultures. La carpa arose as a response of Mexican American to the U.S. annexation 



of Mexican territory. Discussing the displacement and alienation of the Mexicans in respect 

to Anglo domination could provoke students' anger, defensiveness and even alienation. 

Additionally, in its time, la carpa incited controversy within the Mexican American 

population. Seeking to combat images of Mexican Americans as dirty and crude, many 

Mexican Americans felt the tent shows were detrimental to the strength of the community. 

Without the proper care, the presentation of this material could have a divisive effect in the 

classroom. With attentive instruction, the strong emotional responses can produce 

immense learning. The balance pends on the leader. 

The group leader must be able to open the framework of la carpa to extend into 

exploration of personal and cultural issues whenever the need arises. The leader must 

firmly establish inclusiveness across all cultural boundaries by clearly demonstrating 

acceptance and usefulness of each political and philosophical perspective. Depending on 

the background and experience of the group, the instructor may need to develop additional 

lessons regarding cultural sensitivity and multiculturalism. Above all, the instructor must 

be prepared for a self-examination as vigorous as the introspection he or she is asking of 

the participants. Pamela and Iris Tiedt state, "Recognizing our individual biases, their 

sources, and the way in which our cultural background affects our thinking is a crucial step 

towards multicultural understanding. Multicultural teaching is both exciting and painful for 

teachers and students, because it invites the honest exchange of views on real issues that 

have no 'right' answer" (xiv). As in the ordinary classroom, teachers of la carpa must not 

prevent nor promote conflict, but rather render conflict educationally and dramatically. 

Integral to a leader's ability to manifest dissension productively is his/her skill at 

creating an atmosphere of trust. It is imperative for the success of la carpa that the group 

members begin by forming bonds based in mutual trust and respect. The initial section of 

the model (Units 1-3) is devoted to setting up a secure environment for expressive 

participation. The group leader must be able to judge when and if a group is ready to move 
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beyond these introductory phases. The group should not venture forth into the program 

until each member feels safe expressing opinions and emotions. The responsibility for 

creating a shared level of comfort in the group rests on the leader as a natural and necessary 

component of group drama process. 

Furthermore, the leader must be able to provide confident and encouraging side 

coaching in order to shape the dramatic activity into a disciplined, effective form. Evident 

from our developmental stages of childhood, most humans are inherently social creatures 

with the raw ability to play -act. The model for la carpa intends to expand the base of 

natural ability to a higher level of fluency. As mentioned earlier, the program of la carpa 

does not necessarily culminate in a full carpa production. Participants can piece together 

any expression the work inspired, from research reports to poetry or songs. The leader of 

the project should not devote as much concern to the product as the process of la carpa. 

However, the abandonment of sturdy dramatic discipline detracts from the momentum, 

saliency and value of the project. The instructor needs to have enough background in 

drama to be able to guide the skills of the participants to a meaningful direction. 

Right now, meaningful direction could be declared crucial to the future of our 

youth. Early in the 1990s, the media typecast the youth of the U.S. as angst-filled, 

apathetic "generation x". In 1994, Coca-Cola specifically targeted the adolescent consumer 

for a new drink product, OK Cola, by launching a "nothing matters, who cares," drab 

black and white advertising campaign. Pammenter comments that "Young people cut off 

from history, often have no historical perspective, no way of seeing the present in terms of 

past" (63). The isolation and alienation of our youth is reaching such a remarkable state of 

crisis, it's marketable. 

Perhaps we can take this crisis as an opportunity to push the future into new 

directions. In Jerneral Cranston's book, Transformations Through Drama, she states that 

"The child will not care about the eagle and its demise unless he has enjoyed first the 
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feeling of freedom during the eagle's flight" (51). Perhaps social drama and history could 

provide the wings. 
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1. DEFINITIONS 

The teaching model of la carpa combines elements of several different drama 

methodologies. The plans employ techniques of creative drama to build the framework for 

doing social drama. Unfortunately, discussion of drama in education can quickly get 

tangled up in problems of semantics. The dynamic nature of the art causes difficulties for 

practitioners and theorists to construct empirical definitions. In fact, I found that in 

defining and categorizing types of drama, practitioners often: 

• use different terminology from each other to refer to the same type of drama 

• use the same words as each other but to refer to divergent types of drama 

• have no regularized terminology to describe existing types of drama. 

Additionally, many different genres of drama share common features. The overlapping 

edges of the forms of drama contribute to the challenge of devising orderly, useful 

classifications. 

For the purpose of clearly communicating to the reader, I feel it necessary to 

provide working definitions of the terminology I use throughout the text. More or less, 

these definitions are in accordance with common usage. However, because of the variance 

across the field of study, some terms may differ from published accounts. 

Social Drama 

Social drama participants improvise dialogue and action to create texts exploring 

issues of concern to their lives. Sources for information and material may come from 

research of the subject or from their personal lives, taking on a "confessional" approach. 

Actors may take on roles and develop characters or play themselves in dramatized 

situations. The scripts may or may not be written down. The drama leader can structure 
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the experience to exist solely as a process of expression or to lead to an end-goal of 

performance. 

Although unrelated in form and technique to participant-centered activities,-theatre 

critics and historians refer to scripted plays that portray issues of immediate relevance to 

current society as "social theatre." Popular in the late 1800s, social theatre is exemplified 

by the works of playwright Henrik Ibsen. 

Sociodrama 

Social drama can also be confused with sociodrama, group-centered problem 

solving to clarify and resolve specific themes and conflicts. In sociodrama people enact 

roles to represent characters other than themselves. Usually, pure sociodrama activities do 

not result in a developed script, do not involve rehearsal and do not lead to performance. 

The sociodramatic event focuses on the experience of the group interacting with the selected 

subject matter through simulation, for the purpose of raising awareness regarding the issue. 

In Tucson, Arizona, for example, the group Sanctity of Life: People Against 

Executions (SOLPAE) leads monthly sociodramas about the death penalty. Open to the 

public, each session provides the participants with the opportunity to explore information, 

opinions (including their own) and situations related to the death penalty by enacting 

impromptu scenarios. 

Psychodrama 

Psychodrama refers to dramatized problem solving for the individual and usually 

involves emotional content. Jacob L. Moreno, the founder of this protagonist-centered 

form, defined psychodrama as, "the science which explores the human psyche through 

dramatic action" (qtd. in Goldman xi). Techniques include role play, role reversal (e.g., 

the protagonist tries on the role of the antagonist) and "doubling," the assignment of 
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multiple actors to the role of the protagonist. Psychodrama can be done in a group, in 

which others take on roles determined by the protagonist, or privately between a doctor and 

client. For example, a patient could psychodramatize a recurring dream or problem by 

assigning roles to other participants and or his/her self and enacting the events. Under the 

guidance of the doctor, the patient can physically, metaphorically enter the situation to 

explore, change or gain understanding. 

Creative Drama 

The definition of creative drama rendered by the Children's Theatre Association 

states that creative drama is: 

... an improvisational, non-exhibitional, process-centered form of 

drama in which participants are guided by a leader to imagine, enact 

and reflect upon human experiences. Built on the human impulse 

and ability to act out perceptions of the world in order to understand 

it, creative drama requires both logical and intuitive thinking, 

personalizes knowledge and yields pleasure. (Landy, Handbook 5) 

I often explain creative drama as the teaching of subjects, such as academic content areas, 

life skills or drama, by leading the students to work through the information in a three-

dimensional way. Creative drama lessons often involve exercises in role play, 

improvisation and reflection. The most powerful creative drama utilizes dramatic activity to 

explore a learning principle and set of educational facts. The students learn by discovery 

and, therefore, accept knowledge by active choice rather than passive submission. Instead 

of listening to a lecture on the effects of gender on our everyday lives, participants in a 

creative drama lesson about gender might be guided through a simulation of everyday 

situations as gender neutral beings. Capped off with discussion, the learning in such an 
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example comes from personal interaction with the content material; the learning in a well-

devised creative drama lesson comes from within. 

Clearly, social drama, sociodrama, psychodrama and creative drama contain points 

of intersection with each other. Although each mode has a distinct goal, all four include 

problem solving, self-expression and active participation. Any one of the disciplines can 

borrow or reflect elements from the other paradigms. 

More importantly, a drama leader could consciously select various elements from 

the disciplines to forge new forms that propel drama towards its maximum potential. A 

teacher could adapt psychodrama techniques, synthesize them with sociodrama exercises 

and make creative drama lessons to develop the basis of a strong, meaningful social drama 

script. Psychodramatists could pull in creative drama to build trust between the 

participants. The permutations and combinations defy limits. 

Unfortunately, as evident from the history of educational drama, too often the 

tendency to isolate methodologies imposes defying limits. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF SOCIAL DRAMA 

The roots of social drama intimately intertwine with the origins of the drama in 

education movement, prevalent in England, Canada and the U.S. in the 1960s and '70s. 

In his book Drama as Education. Bolton points out that the movement really began 

in the early part of the 20th century with the rise of the new educational theories of the 

Romantics and the Progressives. The new theorists promoted child-centered education, 

seeking to dispel the notion of students as passive receptacles of information. Throughout 

the first half of the 1900s teachers in England, Canada and the U.S. struggled to replace the 

image of students as empty pitchers (to be filled with institutional outpourings) with the 

credo of "learning by doing." The social climate of the 1960s pushed these ideals to the 

forefront. 

Accompanying the post-World War n economic boom were related developments 

in educational theory and a fervent desire for social change. After an immersion into the 

examination of societal values, distinct inequities and inadequacies in the education system 

surfaced. 

In England, for example, many people felt that the structure of the education 

system covertly encouraged a segregation by economic class. British educational 

theatre artist David Pammenter describes the division as intellectual training for the 

offspring of upper class to become leaders, with vocational training for the lower 

class to become workers. "Our education system has little to do with freedom for 

development of the child as it has much to do with the demands of an industrial and 

technological society to perpetuate itself at the expense of its young" (57). The 

education reformists of the 1960s strove not only to end discrimination but to begin 

asserting schools as the place for innovation and discovery. 
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Simultaneously, the political environment catalyzed transformations in theatre. As 

theatre reached to deepen its social function, regional and community theatres proliferated. 

The underlying principle of many of these new theatres paralleled the base emphasis of the 

new educational theory: institutions are formed through social activity and can therefore be 

changed by social activity. Audiences as potential agents of change can and should be 

active participants in their own learning. Clearly, in respect to the similar quests of the 

education movements of the 1960s, "audience" could easily be interchanged with 

"students." 

Theatre was looking for something socially relevant to do, when education needed a 

more effective way to achieve its social relevance. With the help of the example of earlier 

leading practitioners in Britain, reform activists recognized the obvious partnership between 

drama and education. 

British theatre artist/teacher Brian Way's participatory theatre focused on the 

development of the individual rather than solely the development of drama. "The teacher's 

function is not that of imposing a whole new set of artificial factors, but starting with facets 

of human beings that exist from birth in all people" (Way 12). 

Dorothy Heathcoate, also British, was approaching similar ideals via different 

tactics. Heathcoate's extensive full-immersion simulation activities gave her students the 

opportunity to assume the roles of experts. For example, instead of learning about space 

travel exclusively through books, the students act as if they are astronauts. As they explore 

vital social concerns, the students clarify values, develop intuition experience varied social 

interaction in addition to learning academic content. 

In 1965, the Belgrade Theatre in Coventry took these ideas a step further in what 

became known as the Coventry Project. Four actor/teachers went into school settings to 

conduct educational drama workshops and/or present theatrical performances. In essence, 
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the Coventry Project adapted the early ideas of educational drama to fit an itinerant 

professional group. 

Ten years later, at New York University, some graduate students developed an 

inner city model based on the Coventry Project. Called the Creative Arts Team, their 

repertoire consists of interactive plays and workshops focused on engaging urban "kids at 

risk." 

Drama was seeping off the stage into the curriculum. According to Tony Jackson, 

by the end of the 1970s, some form of TIE was available in most British cities and in many 

of the rural areas as well (3). In the U.S., non-profit arts in education organizations, such 

as Urban Gateways in Chicago and COMPAS in St. Paul, regularly placed drama in the 

classroom. 

Through the 1970s, two main types of educational theatre emerged, Theatre in 

Education (TIE) and Drama in Education (DIE). In TIE, visiting theatre companies 

perform participatory productions for students, usually occurring in the schools. TIE plays 

offer the audience opportunities to interact with the characters before, during or after the 

narrative; some even allow audience members to intervene with the course of events and 

most encourage the spectators to discuss their reactions in a question and answer session 

following the performance. 

DIE refers to educational drama that focuses on the activity of the student. DIE 

could include non-exhibitional creative drama (private exercises to learn content area, in 

addition to drama skills), or student-created scripts intended for public performance. 

As specialization between the two types increased, so did questions of economics. 

Chiefly, who should fund DIE/TIE? The arts or education? Government budget cuts 

across both arenas in the 1980s intensified the demand for proof of the programs' worth 

and impact. School administrators in England and the U.S. weighed their choices to enlist 

TIE against needs for textbooks and building repairs. 
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The pressure to be either art or education led to what Bolton refers to as a reductive 

effect on both. Bolton states, "Drama teaching became simulated role play related to 

learning of facts and practising of skills. TIE became performing for large audiences with 

brief hotseating afterwards" ("Drama and Education" 39). Tony Jackson agrees that much 

of the TIE was "failing to provide enough of an artistic experience" (27). 

Similarly, the trend for DIE also reflects an imbalance. In an effort to retain social 

relevance for the students, DIE has shifted into hypernaturalism. The process of creating 

scripts in the classroom now revolves primarily around personal catharsis. For Bolton, the 

overemphasis on developing life skills is having a "suffocating affect" on the art form. He 

insists that, "Our children and teachers have inherited an anemic conception of dramatic art 

as imitation of concrete actions. Responding to creating symbols, the very basis of all 

work in art, has been neglected" (Drama as Education 27). 

But, for as many critiques that challenge the quality of the art form, educational 

drama garners many testimonies of its proven educational success as well. From business 

people to doctors, people are coming forth to lend support to establish the importance of 

building art into the center of the classroom. Findings of brain researcher Dr. Robert 

Sperry show that learning and retention increases when left and right brain hemispheric 

processes are used in tandem, such as artistic activity (The Value of Art Education 1). 

John Sculley, former chairman and chief executive officer of Apple Computer Inc., said: 

... as a chief executive of a technology company that thrives on 

creativity, we want to work with people whose imaginations have 

been unleashed and who tackle problems as challenges rather than 

see them as obstacles. An education enriched by the creative arts 

should be considered essential for everyone. (The Value of Art 

Education 1) 
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Popular educational theorist Howard Gardner suggests that the highest form of 

education is one that simultaneously integrates several "forms of knowing." Activities that 

require scholastic, symbolic, intuitive, notational and formal conceptual thinking properly 

align the educational elements to the maximum potential (Gardener 31). While most artistic 

disciplines feature many of these modalities, dramatic activity can exercise all of these 

learning styles. Additionally, drama calls upon participants' physical motor skills, 

language ability, spatial and kinaesthetic awareness and interpersonal communication. 

Suzanne Krogh of Western Washington University cites this conjunction of 

aptitudes as the natural way that human beings function. "When buying a car, for example, 

a consumer must read about different cars (English), analyze numerical data (Math), 

negotiate with sellers (social skills) and so on. Schools shouldn't always break life 

experiences into fragmented subject areas" (qtd. in Willis 1). Daily life, and drama, 

require participants to cross disciplines. Why should education choose sides? 

Balanced with the strong affirmations of the arts in education, the critiques of 

educational drama do not negate the value, but, instead, lead us to the next point of 

evolution. The question we need to ask is not, "Should we use theatre in education?" but 

"How can we make the drama that we use in education even more effective?" How do we 

get theatre to its best? 

Lowell Swartzell, Director of Educational Theatre at New York University, 

suggests that we look to the art form itself for the answers. 

... TIE has scarcely begun to recognize its opportunities as it 

steadfasdy clings to basically realistic styles of presentation. This 

practice is not surprising when most scripts strive to be 

contemporary, depicting graphic conditions in true-to-life language, 

settings and costumes, often accompanied by the latest vogues in 

teenage music. But what of other forms of theatre at our disposal? 
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When are we going to explore what HE might gain from techniques 

of the circus, vaudeville, mime, puppetry, mixed media, musical 

comedy, clowning, improvisation, the living newspaper and so on? 

When will theatre be seen in all its manifestations so that students 

learn not just the subject of the programme but also come to 

appreciate the imagination of the form it takes? (248) 

Sometimes the answer to how to move ahead can be found by looking behind. By 

drawing on la carpa, a historical tradition from the last century, social drama could fortify 

itself with the strength it needs to venture into the next century. 
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3. LA CARPA: A MEXICAN AMERICAN THEATRICAL 

TRADITION 

The term "Mexican American" superficially defines a people who share a complex 

heritage of Spanish, African and indigenous influences. The legacy of Mexico follows a 

tumultuous path from its roots in indigenous culture, through Aztec domination, Spanish 

conquest, United States annexation and brutal internal Mexican Revolution. For centuries, 

upheaval has been the status quo for Mexicans. Yet, since the U.S. took Mexico as its 

territory in 1854, Mexican Americans in the Southwest have successfully used theatre to 

combat Anglo domination. 

In 1848, the U.S. defeated the Mexicans in the Mexican American War. The U.S. 

officially assumed "ownership" of the Northern half of Mexican territory through the 

Gadsen Purchase of 1854. As Luis Valdez, the founder of Chicano Theatre group El 

Teatro Campesino explains, Mexican Americans did not come to the United States,"... the 

United States came to us" (qtd. in Pottlitzer 2). The names of the land changed to 

California, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and Texas as the rules of the land turned over to 

Anglo rule. 

Anglos took land away from many Mexican landowners on the grounds of 

insufficient proof of property rights. Some Mexicans retained possession of ranches, 

farms and businesses, but those who were not proprietors became the labor force for the 

burgeoning American industry. The railroad, mines and factories required cheap unskilled 

labor. 

In his book Los Tucsonenses. Tom Sheridan describes how the Mexican workers 

experiences southwestern society. "The jobs they held were often poorly paid. The 

neighborhoods they lived in were largely Mexican enclaves which suffered from municipal 

neglect... the schools their children attended were run by Anglo teachers who rarely 
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understood Mexican culture" (4). Ironically, the threat of cultural decimation caused the 

Mexican Americans to successfully cultivate and fortify their culture. 

After the U.S. annexed Mexico, Mexican theatrical troupes continued to travel to 

sites that were originally the northern tips of their routes, now labeled as U.S. property. 

The theatre companies designed their circuits to visit the areas with large Mexican 

populations, such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Laredo, San Antonio, El 

Paso, Tucson. 

Near the turn of the century, with the advent of railroad and better road 

transportation, throughout the Southwest, Mexicans built and managed theatres to host the 

troupes. In these elegant and refined halls, itinerant companies performed Spanish, 

Mexican and Cuban dramas for middle class audiences. Concurrently, the improvement of 

efficient transportation assisted the rise of theatre on the other side of the tracks. 

Around 1890 the poor man's circus or la carpa began to thrive. Las carpas, literally 

translated as "awnings of interwoven branches," were the family-run tent shows. So as 

not to compete with the proprietous professional companies, the caipa troupes visited 

mostly rural areas, worker's camps, outskirts of towns and inner city barrios. In contrast 

to the classic drama of the middle class Mexican American stage, la carpa created a new 

form by fusing social political commentary into the tradition of Mexican circus. 

Mexican circus was a pastiche of indigenous acrobatic religious rituals, Spanish 

bullfight clowns, and circus influences from England and Spain. La carpa employed music 

and acrobatics, but also added singing, mime, dancing, dramatic monologues, short acted 

out jokes and fully developed plot pieces. The comic sketches introduced Mexican 

American audiences to a new type of clown: el pelado. 

El pelado dressed in baggy pants and ragged hat and often carried a slapstick. His 

jokes were linguistic: mispronunciations of Spanish and English words, malapropisms and 

double entendre to draw out the humor of culture shock. Seemingly subservient, yet 
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secretly subversive, el pelado served as an irreverent underdog in plots that dramatized the 

misadventures of the Mexican common man in the United States. Never losing the 

sympathy of the audience, el pelado battled the high cost of living, uncovered political 

scandals and exposed the treachery of political leaders. 

Frequendy, el pelado aimed the target of satire on Mexican Americans who were 

becoming too Americanized. He improvised much of his dialogue and often interacted with 

the audience. The audience would propose problems for him to solve, and then reward or 

punish the character with "crude sincerity" (Kanellos, Mexican American 80). 

The comedy of el pelado was entrenched in low humor; most jokes related to 

bodily functions, such as copulation, birth, eating and defecation. The characters spoke in 

the dialect of the working class, often using language that the middle class considered 

scandalous. 

The U.S. Spanish-language press criticized la carpa for its focus on the profane. 

Others expressed concern that the tent shows would perpetuate the image of Mexicans as 

crude and dirty. The middle class who strove to impress on Anglos that Mexicans had high 

culture resented the theatrical troupes of the working class. 

Long after the middle class Mexican theatre houses closed their doors or converted 

into cinemas, and Anglo vaudeville faded out of the limelight, La Carpa persevered. The 

tenacious tent shows continued to set up in the camps of migrant workers all the way 

through the 1950s. "It is these traveling theatres that were in part responsible for giving a 

first exposure of the Hispanic theatrical tradition to some of the young people that would 

create the dynamic Chicano theatre in the late sixties" (Kanellos, Two Centuries 18). 

Borrowing from the tradition of la carpa, Luis Valdez founded El Teatro Campesino 

in 1965 to assist farm workers in organizing a grape boycott and labor union. El Teatro 

Campesino toured workers' camps to rally support and solidarity for the cause. The 
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success of their efforts catalyzed the emergence of a new Chicano theatre movement across 

the U.S. through the 1960s and 1970s. 

Who can say when or if that movement has ended? Turn on the television and 

watch shows such as "House of Bugging," and "Culture Clash." Go to the theatre and see 

the work of playwright Josefina Lopez. Drop in at a nightclub to experience El Vez and the 

Memphis Mariachis. Although the pure form la carpa may no longer exist, the spirit 

thrives. In the 1990s, Latino performers continue to use theatre to fight injustice. 
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4. STRUCTURE AND SEQUENCE 

The following lesson plans comprise a model for teaching the tradition of la carpa to 

adolescents. The activities can be adjusted for older and younger participants, from a 

minimum age level of third grade to senior citizens. The design offers commensurate 

challenges to students with no previous theatrical experience as well as students proficient 

in drama. La carpa can culminate in a public performance or close with nonexhibitional 

creative projects. Instructors can adapt the model to correspond to the time, resources and 

aptitude of their groups. The structure of each lesson and the units as a whole works to 

stimulate an ascension of the students' self expression, dramatic skills and historical 

knowledge. Through personal experience reinforced with historical reference, the students 

will develop an appreciation of drama as a strategy for effective communication. 

La carpa contains five distinct units: Rascuachism, Mexican History, El Barrio 

Historico, Exploring La Carpa and Constructing La Carpa. An instructor can intensify the 

immersion into any particular area by devising additional research projects, discussion 

activities and journal and creative writing assignments. Also, the material can easily link 

with extensions into other content areas, such as language arts, Spanish, math and science. 

For example, a Spanish teacher could use the simulation of Mexican American history to 

introduce new vocabulary and a framework for practicing Spanish dialogue. A 

Mathematics teacher could demonstrate application of geometry by asking students to 

design a wagon and a tent for a carpa company. 

The units comprise three sections, Creating the Environment, Aesthetic Training 

and Culmination. Although each section emphasizes a specific function, the interplay 

between artistic, historical and interpersonal skills remains constant throughout. The 

sequence of the sections functions on the principle of progressive development. First, the 

group develops bonds of trust and cooperation while also building a base of relevant 
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historical information and dramatic skills. Juxtaposed with personal reflection, the students 

develop both a comprehension of the subject and a meaningful relationship with la carpa. 

Then, the introduction of the aesthetic discipline of la carpa structures the advancement of 

the dramatic and expressive skills while deepening the breadth of the historical study. 

Finally, students get the opportunity to synthesize the skills and the knowledge in a 

culminating event. 

As stated in the introduction, it is imperative that the leader pace the progression 

from one unit to the next according to the needs of the group. The group cannot move into 

the later stages of the project without first fully developing the trust and respect required by 

the initial phase. The leader may wish to spend more or less time and emphasis on 

particular issues, as determined by the understanding, reactions and interest of the group. 

The leader may be called upon to adapt lessons and create new exercises to meet needs that 

arise. Carelessness of rate could be detrimental to the project and the participants. 

The time frame of the program depends on the direction of the instructor in regards 

to the variables of the group. Adjustments related to the age and abilities of the 

participants, the dynamics of the group, the desired purpose of the project and the selected 

extensions of content will alter the estimates. However, the program is designed to cover 

seven to twelve weeks of instruction, followed by four to six weeks of culmination. A 

detailed breakdown of time by unit is included in the outline of the program of study. 

Due to the multi-purpose nature of this model, the lesson plans do not include any 

guides for assessment. As the instructor must shape the project to meet the needs of the 

participating group, he/she must choose the evaluation techniques that best suit the 

individuals. 
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Section 1: Creating the Environment (Units 1-3) 

Goals 

For students to reflect, analyze and articulate aspects of their lives to compare and contrast 

with Mexican American history. 

Objectives 

Students will gain general understanding of Mexican American history. Students will 

demonstrate how historical information relates to their own lives. Students will learn and 

apply concepts of role, community, power and status. Students will work individually as 

part of the larger group. Students will develop skills in movement, role playing and 

characterization. The group will establish bonds of trust and respect. 

Content 

History 

Social dynamics: power, status, role, community 

Mexican American history 

The Barrio 

Mexican American theatre 

Prama 

Sensory awareness 

Observation 

Concentration 
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Imagination 

Vocalization 

Movement 

Role playing 

Improvisation 

Character development 

Interpersonal Skills 

Trust 

Cooperation 

Expression through gesture 

Articulation of ideas 

Section 2: Aesthetic Training (Unit 4) 

Goals 

For students to increase knowledge of theatre as a means of self expression and social 

change. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to articulate the world issues of their concern. Students will identify 

how current events relate to their lives and history. Students will be familiar with the 

theatrical traditions of la carpa, Theatre of the Oppressed, El Teatro Campesino and political 

humor. Students will be able to understand basic concepts of plot and story. Students will 

be able to role play and create characters in context of a story. Students will be able to 

work in pairs and small groups. 
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Content 

History 

Theatre for social change 

Lacaipa 

El Teatro Campesino 

Theatre of the Oppressed 

Political humor 

Drama 

Dramatic analysis (plot, character, protagonist and antagonist, point of view, idea, 

conflict, resolution) 

Story construction 

Story dramatization 

Advancement of drama skills (concentration, vocalization, improvisation, 

characterization) 

Interpersonal Skills 

Teamwork 

Decision making 

Articulation of Opinions 

Expression of Feelings and Ideas 

Section 3: Culmination (Unit 5) 

Goals (whether or not the culmination is a production) 

For students to synthesize and integrate the historical, aesthetic and expressive training into 

the artistic process of collaboration. 
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Objectives 

Students will experience the process of group brainstorming. Students will be able to 

express and respond to creative ideas towards the purpose of a group goal. Students will 

be able to plan and prioritize tasks to meet a schedule. Students will demonstrate their 

proficiency of story construction, characterization and dramatization. 

Content 

History 

Application of reference data to creative process 

Details of the historical tradition of theatre 

D&ma 

For all groups: 

artistic collaboration 

dramatic structure 

For groups pursuing production: 

logistics of production 

formation of a theatre company 

development of characters 

discipline of performance 

Interpersonal Skills 

Organization 

Group decision making 

Creative self expression 
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Throughout the model of la carpa, some of the text of the lessons is expressed as 

narratives or scripts. These scripts are not intended to dictate the words for each instructor. 

The narratives are included to demonstrate how the lesson could work and are meant to be 

adapted to individual needs and personality of the instructor. 



OUTLINE BY UNIT 

With estimated per unit time duration 

Total estimated duration: 11-17 weeks 

Unit 1: Rascuachism (1-2 weeks) 

Lesson 1: Status 

Lesson 2: The Hunter and the Hunted 

Lesson 3: Power Dynamics 

Unit 2: Mexican American History (1-2 weeks) 

Lesson 1: Interactive Lecture/Mexican American Struggle Simulation 

Unit 3: El Barrio Historico (2-3 weeks) 

Lesson 1: Lecture 

Lesson 2: Building Community 

Lesson 3: Developing Roles 

Lesson 4: Field trip to the barrio 

Unit 4: Exploring La Carpa (3-5 weeks) 

Lesson 1: Introduction lecture and video 

Lesson 2: Value Garification 

Lesson 3: Political Humor 

Lesson 4: El Teatro Campesino 

Lesson 5: Newspaper Dramatization 

Lesson 6: The Theatre of the Oppressed 
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Lesson 7: Buen Hablar 

Unit 5: Constructing La Carpa (4-6 weeks) 

Brainstorming 

Options 

Making Decisions 
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5. LA CARPA TEACHING MODEL 

Unit 1: Rascuachism 

Lesson 1: Status 

Goals 

For students to examine social dynamics in terms of status. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to identify and demonstrate verbal and nonverbal cues of 

social status. Students will be able to role play attitudes. 

Materials 

A deck of playing cards. 

Summary 

Students experiment with portraying attitudes of status by role playing 

characters derived from playing cards. 

In Mexico the perspective of the underdog or the downtrodden is called 

rascuachism. Rascuachism is the way the world looks when you feel like all the 

odds are against you, when you feel like you have less power than everyone. 

Initiate Discussion 

Relate status and status symbols to the lives of the students by discussing 

people they've seen. 

How do you tell, just by looking at someone, that he or she is in a gang? What 

cues do gang members give? Can you tell who is the leader of a gang? How do 

they walk or carry their body? How do they speak? 
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What about someone who is wealthy? Can you tell when someone has money 

by the way they interact with you? What about someone who is famous? Have 

you ever seen anyone who is famous? How about someone who doesn't think they 

are important? What kind of attitude do they show? 

Every day people give cues as to who they are and how they feel about their 

status. Some cues are very subtle, but most cues are very clear. 

Status Game with Cards (Source: Sallv Dav. Characterization) 

Round 1 

Give each student a playing card with instructions to look at the card, but not let 

anyone else see. The number or value of the card represents their status. Without 

using any words, each student must greet all others with eye contact, facial 

expression and physical gesture that honesdy communicates the value of their card. 

Now, students must greet each other a second time, adding a sound (no words) 

to go with their physical expression of status. After each student has greeted each 

other, instruct the students to line up in order of status. Let the students reveal their 

cards and evaluate the accuracy of their placement. Collect cards and shuffle for 

Round 2. 

Round 2 

Give each student a new playing card with instructions not to look at it, but 

place the card face up on their forehead (all students can see every one else's cards, 

but not their own). 



The numbers on the cards represent the possessor's status or level in society. 

The students must greet each other student with eye contact and facial expressions 

that communicate a response to the status they see on the other person's forehead. 

After each students has interacted with all the others, the students add words to 

their greetings. (For example, to a 10 of spades: "You don't scare me." To a 2 of 

hearts: "Poor dear, so sorry, here's a penny." To a King: "Yes, your honor, at 

your service.") 

Encourage students to be creative. Instruct them to find times to assume more 

power than the other and also find times to assume less power than others. Let the 

students go through a few cycles of interaction to let them pick up on cues about 

themselves and to experiment with taking on different statuses. 

Once everyone has greeted each other sufficiently, have the students form a line 

that ranks their order from highest to lowest. Reveal the true number of their cards. 

Discussion 

Now that you know your status, does it seem like some people faked you out? 

Did anyone make you feel lower or higher than you really were? What kind of cues 

were people giving you? What was the clearest cue? What was the most subtle? 

What made you feel the lowest in value? 

Observation assignment 

From a safe distance, watch the interaction between two or more people you 

don't know. What can you tell about the status of the people? How do they assert 

their status? Take notes or be prepared to describe the details of the interaction. 
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Unit 1 

Lesson 2: The Hunter and the Hunted 

Goals 

For students to examine social dynamics in terms of power. 

Objectives 

Students will define who or what they consider powerful. 

Students will be able to move in relationship to role. 

Materials 

Two scarves. 

Summary 

Two students are blindfolded, one assigned the role of hunter, the other the role 

of the hunted. Without speaking, the hunter tries to track the hunted. 

Initiate Discussion 

Who did you observe for your assignment? How did they assert their status? 

Was their status related to power? Did the people who seemed to have higher status 

actually have more power? How do you define power? 

The Hunter and The Hunted. 

The class forms a circle, holding hands. 

Choose two students. Assign one to be the Hunter, the other to be the Hunted. 

Blindfold both students with scarves. 

Pick one point in the circle to be the opening. Instruct the two students on 

either side of the opening to release each other's hands and stand a foot or more 

apart. 
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The Hunter must track the Hunted (using hearing, smell, cunning, deduction, 

etc.) and tag the prey. If the Hunter tags The Hunted, The Hunter freezes for five 

seconds while the Hunted tries to find the opening. If the Hunted can slip out the 

opening, go around the circle and re-enter before the Hunter tags again, the Hunted 

wins. If the Hunter tags the Hunted a second time before the prey slips out the 

opening or before the Hunted makes it around the circle to re-enter, the Hunter 

wins. 

Repeat with different pairs until each student has participated. 

Encourage participants to try different strategies: moving quickly and boldly, 

moving slowly and quiedy, tricking the other, etc. For best results, the rest of the 

class must be silent during the hunt. 

Discussion During the Exercise 

Who has more power, the Hunter or the Hunted? (Outline the powers of both: 

the Hunter has the power to kill by tagging; the Hunted has more time to find the 

opening. Encourage students to consider the different powers of both positions.) 

Discussion After All Students Have Completed the Exercise: 

What advantages did you feel when you were The Hunted? The Hunter? 

What disadvantages did you feel when you were The Hunted? The Hunter? 

When did you feel most powerful? Did you find any new definitions of power? 

Who seems to have the most power in the world? in our country? In our school? 

Where and when do teenagers have power? In what situations and groups do you 

feel like you have the most power? The least power? 

Power can change depending on the circumstances. 
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Unit 1 

Lesson 3: Power Dynamics 

Goals 

For students to explore different types of power. 

Objectives 

Students will experiment with changing power dynamics. Students will 

understand the relationship between power and circumstances. Students will role 

play characters. 

Summary 

The students improvise roles as the instructor sets situations which affect the 

power of their roles. 

Divide the class into two groups labelled A and B. 

For each turn, assign a title to Group A and a title to Group B. Example: 

Group A, you are Loud people. Group B, you are Quiet. 

Set the scene for their interaction, lending the circumstances to give one partner 

power over the other. After some exploration of the situation, change the 

circumstances in a way that shifts the power to the other players. 

Example: Loud/Quiet. 

You are in a roomful of people waiting to be chosen for a game show. The host 

enters and says they will select the first ten people who shout something funny. 

Instruct them to begin shouting. 

Change circumstances: You are on a combat mission surrounded by the enemy. 

If you can make it across the woods without catching their attention, you will make 

it to safety. If the enemy hears you, you will die. 
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Repeat with different titles. Possible Suggestions: 

• Ant/Elephant 

• Heavy/Light 

• Person in a Wheelchair/Person standing 

• Nazi/Jew 

• Shark/Small fish 

•Woman/Man 

Discussion 

What are some ways you had power in this exercise? 

Divide students into pairs. Give them three minutes to create a two-part 

scenario in role: first scenario one role has power over the other, second scenario 

same roles, reverse the power dynamics. Have all pairs demonstrate for the group. 

Discussion 

If you are in a situation that it seems like you have less power, can you change 

the power dynamic? 
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Unit 2: Mexican American History 

Lesson 1 

Part 1: Interactive Lecture 

Goals 

To give students basic historical context for la carpa. 

Objectives 

Students will learn how Northern Mexico became the Southwest U.S. Students 

will demonstrate understanding of the cause/effect relationship of life events. 

Materials 

Map of Mexico Pre-1954, Map of Mexico as Southwestern U.S. masking tape. 

Summary 

A symbolic recreation of Mexico in 1854 after the U.S. annexed the territory. 

Initiate Discussion 

What was life like in 1854? What do we have now (technology, problems, 

information) that people did not have in 1854? What did they have? 

In 1854 Mexico was almost twice as big as it is today. 

(Show map of Mexico Pre-1854) 

We're going to go back in time to explore what happened. 

(Tape a circle around the group.) 

As we go back through time we will pass through some familiar years. 

1980s: What bands were popular in the 1980s? Remember any movies? 

(encourage them to shout out responses as time moves backwards) 



1970s: What do you know about the 1970s? Did people have home 

computers? Fax machines? 1960s: Anybody remember anything about the 

1960s? 1940: Did we have the car yet in 1940? Television? Radio? 1915 ... 1860 

... 1854. 

We are all in Mexico. 

You are a landowner (choose student and instruct to stand up). 

You are a teacher (choose student and instruct to stand up). 

You are a campesino, a farm worker (choose student and instruct to stand up). 

You each have very different lives. Who do you think is the most wealthy? 

But all of you are Mexicans ... until... (remove tape from the perimeter and 

tape a line down the middle of the group) 

... until the U.S. takes the Northern part of Mexico, takes almost half the 

country. The land on the south of this line is Mexico, but, all of a sudden ... 

... the land to the North (where the three students are standing) is being called 

New Mexico, Texas, California, Arizona, Utah and Colorado. Even though the 

Mexicans are standing in the same place they've lived all their lives and where their 

parents lived before that and their ancestors lived before that... all of a sudden, the 

Mexicans are strangers in a strange land. 

The names are changing, the language is changing and the rules are changing. 

(Show map of Mexico as Southwest U.S.) 

(To the Landowner) 

Landowner! Landowner. Buenas dias. Do you have any documents that 

prove this land belongs to you? I know you say your family has farmed this land 

for centuries but do you have any legal papers written in English that confirm it? 

No. A shame. Lo siento. 

(instruct the landowner to sit) 
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And the U.S. settlers took some of the land from Mexicans, just like that 

(To the Teacher) 

Maestro! Maestro! Buenas dias. It's funny, but we're not going to speak 

Spanish anymore in the schools. I know, it's the language of the people here, but 

we're going to speak English. It's better. Entonces, see ya'! 

(instruct the Teacher to sit) 

And the children could no longer speak Spanish in the Anglo schools. 

(To the Campesino) 

Campesino! Campesino! Mi hermano. We want you to play on our team. We 

want you to work for us ... for twice the hours at half the pay. Si? 

(instruct the Campesino to sit) 

No. But what was the campesino going to do? There were no good deals for 

the Mexicans. 

Maybe he could go to Mexico, the mother land! Never been there before but 

maybe Mexico has the answers. 

(Go to the Mexican side) 

But in Mexico a war was beginning, a civil war that later became the Mexican 

Revolution. Mas o menos, the war was between the rich and the poor, but it was 

very confusing with rebel forces changing alliances and lots of violence. Guns and 

blood were everywhere, life was very dangerous even if you weren't fighting in the 

war. Without hurting anyone, could we have a litde sample of the war, some 

sounds of guns and confusion, people getting shot? (Sidecoach those on the 

Mexican side to demonstrate) 

See, even Mexico wasn't a good place for the Mexicans. 

Let's try an experiment to get a better idea of what life might have been like for 

the Mexican Americans. 
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Unit 2, Lesson 1 

Part 2: The Mexican American Struggle Simulation 

Goals 

For students to experience the obstacles and challenges of Mexican American 

life in the border towns in the 1850s. 

Materials 

A deck of cards, masking tape to represent the border. 

Svtmmary 

Students are assigned to one of three groups: the Mexicans in the Revolution, 

the U.S. Anglos and the Mexican Americans. The Mexican Americans have three 

minutes to build houses of cards amidst the obstacles of the other groups. 

(Divide the class into three groups, Mexican Americans, U.S. Anglos and 

Mexicans in the Revolution. Divide the Mexicans in the Revolution into The Rich 

and The Poor. Instruct The Poor to get on their knees and get ready to fight their 

Rich enemies.) 

(To the Mexican Americans) Your task is to build a house out of playing cards. 

I will give you three minutes to build your house. Your only rule is that you must 

stay in this territory. You may build your house either on the U.S. side or the 

Mexico side. You may try one side first and if it doesn't work out, go to the other. 

But you cannot go outside of these two lands. Ready? Good. First, I must give 

some secret rules to the U.S. Anglos. 

(Instruct the U.S. Anglos to destroy all houses before they are completed on 

their side. They can use force, knocking the cards down, or they can badger the 

Mexican Americans with made-up rules and zoning laws, i.e., "You can't build a 



house facing east." "Do you have the proper permit for this neighborhood?" They 

must not allow any houses to be built on their side) 

(To the Mexican Americans) Ready? I must give some secret rules to the 

Mexicans in the Revolution. 

(Instruct the Mexicans in the Revolution to destroy all houses before they are 

completed on their side. Encourage them to entangle the Mexican Americans in the 

mime fighting between the Rich and the Poor. Tell them to make sure the war 

destroys all houses on their side.) 

Okay, go! 

(Give the Mexican Americans the cards. After three minutes, call time.) 

Mexican Americans, you did not build any houses. What happened? 

(Allow students to express frustration) 

You found it very difficult to complete your task and live your life. Perhaps 

much like the experience of the Mexican Americans in the U.S. Southwest. But the 

Mexicans survived. The Mexican American community is going strong today. 

How did they do it? 

One of the ways was through the theatre. 

Extensions 

Construct a personal time line or time circle. Starting with the present moment, 

go backwards through your life and note any incident that you feel is important. 

The timeline could trace your ancestors, could outline events from the current week, 

or only refer to the events of that day. Points on the chart could relate to world, 

family or personal events. The life line should tell the story of how you got to this 

point. 
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Unit 3: El Barrio Historico 

Lesson 1: Lecture 

Goals 

To demonstrate the importance of theatre in the Mexican American community. 

Objectives 

Students will understand the impact of Teatro Carmen on the Mexican American 

community in Tucson. Students will be able to identify what institutions and 

organizations impact their communities. 

Materials 

Map of the Barrio Historico in Tucson, Arizona. 

Summary 

Brief lecture followed by discussion. 

All of the U.S. cities with Mexican American populations had Mexican 

American theaters. San Antonio, Texas; Los Angeles, California; Tucson, Arizona 

— all of them had Mexican American theaters where the people could come together 

as a community and see and hear plays in their own language. 

In Tucson, the most popular Mexican American theater was Teatro Carmen, 

down on South Meyer Street. The building is still standing. 

(Show map of the barrio with Teatro Carmen highlighted.) 

You can't go inside anymore because the building is old and falling apart. But, 

Teatro Carmen was an elegant place. The people would get dressed up to go there. 

Visiting theatre companies performed plays from Madrid and Mexico City, all in 
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Spanish. A woman named Carmen Vasquez ran the theatre from 1915-1923. This 

is how it began. 

Ramon Vasquez owned La Casa Colorado (The Red House), the dry goods 

emporium on South Meyer Street. In 1914, Vasquez gave a piece of land on Meyer 

Street to his wife Carmen. She announced she was going to build a Spanish-

language theatre. Mexicans who owned mines, ranches and businesses donated 

money to the construction. The Mexican public was eager to see positive images of 

their culture since stereotypes of ruthless banditos pervaded Anglo movies, 

cartoons and newspapers. 

Dona Vasquez commissioned reknowned architect Manuel Flores to build the 

theater in the Sonoran-Mission style. With 1,400 seats, Teatro de Carmen was the 

largest theater in the city. The establishment included a bar, wrestling area, parquet 

(inlaid wooden) floor, orchestra pit and rows of cushioned seats (Miguelez 2). El 

Cronista, the theatre critic for the Tucson newspaper El Tucsonenses. reported that 

the comfortable roomy seating, good lighting, artistic decor and high level of artistic 

performance provided a new note to the art and society column (Miguelez 2). The 
% 

public agreed. In Patricia Martin's Images and Conversations. Dona Carmen's 

niece Maria Soto Audelo confirmed, "People always looked forward to going. It 

was a beautiful and elegant affair." Barrio resident Henry Garcia added, "That's 

where all the Mexican society used to go. They would go out to functions in the 

evening all dressed up and elegant" (71). 

During the seven years of the theater's existence, Dona Vasquez produced more 

than 200 productions. She devoted the stage exclusively to works in the Spanish 

language by Mexican or Spanish writers and performers. Travelling companies 

began to include Tucson on their tours more often because Teatro Carmen provided 
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them with a suitable place in which to perform with a good prospect of financial 

reward. 

Discussion 

How do you think Teatro Carmen helped make the community stronger? 

What places are important to your community? Are there buildings or streets 

that you go to when you want to find your friends? Are there any places or 

organizations that have so much effect on your community, your life would change 

significantly if they disappeared? 

We will spend the next sessions preparing to go to the banio to visit the 

building of Teatro Carmen. 

In Locations Outside of Tucson participants can: 

• use information about Tucson and reconstruct similar experiences to the 

fieldtrip in the classroom or a substitute neighborhood 

• choose another Mexican American area to research and model a similar 

fieldtrip 
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Unit 3 

Lesson 2: Building Community 

Part 1: Variation on Machines: The Community 

Goals 

For students to get a sense of community. 

Objectives 

Students will create a gesture and sound to identify role. Students will be able 

to perform their individual character rhythms as part of a whole rhythm of the class. 

Materials 

Role cards. 

Summary 

Students take on roles of the Mexican American community. 

First they create a community machine, a variation on the game machines. Each 

person makes a gesture and a sound. Like parts of a machine, one by one the 

students connect their rhythms and movements to the others until they are operating 

as a group. 

Roles 

(Assign each student a role card, a card that describes a role of a Mexican 

American from the community of the barrio, such as): 

•journalist 

• paper deliverer 

• tailor 

• baker 
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• fruit vendor 

•child 

• doctor 

• architect 

• dry goods merchant 

• rancher 

• leatherworker 

• wagon maker 

• mother 

• grandmother 

• priest 

You each have a role, a part to play in this community and you are all 

interconnected, like parts of a machine. In fact, we're going to put you together 

like a machine, a community machine. 

Have you made human machines before? 

(Model machines.) 

The first person makes a gesture, a quick movement accompanied by a sound. 

(Choose volunteer.) The next person must make a new movement and sound, but 

connect to the first person. Make your rhythm and your movement relate to the first 

person's (send in the next volunteer) and so on until everyone is part of the 

machine. 

Look at your role card. What gesture and sound could quickly communicate the 

character implied by that role? (Choose a volunteer to demonstrate.) 

Next person, connect and relate your gesture and sound to the first person. 

(Add people in until the entire group is part of the machine.) 
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Now I am going to start taking apart the machine piece by piece. When I tap 

you on the shoulder you must step out of the machine. Everyone else must keep 

going as best they can as the others conk out. 

Discussion 

Was it difficult to keep your rhythm consistent as the machine changed? Did it 

feel different when some people were missing? How did you keep the beat going? 

Did you want to keep it going? 
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Unit 3, Lesson 2 

Part 2: Map Making 

Goals 

For students to physically recreate an early 20th-century Mexican American 

barrio. 

Objectives 

Students will demonstrate understanding of the physical relationship and 

proximity to the function of different parts of a neighborhood. 

Materials 

Blank cards. 

Summary 

Students make a physical map of the neighborhood, selecting the building that 

is most important to their role and placing it in relationship to the other buildings. 

(Give each student a blank card) 

This card is for your building. Each role has a building associated with it, your 

place of business or where you would spend most of the day. 

Write down the name of the building, such as the judge's courthouse or the 

laundry woman's house. 

The book Images and Conversations: Mexican Americans Recall a 

Southwestern Past tells us some details of how the neighborhood was set up. The 

Garcia's Tailor Shop and Drycleaning Service did business across the way from 

Villaescusa Hardware. Down the street, la panaderia baked fresh bread while 

leatherworkers practiced their craft next door. Around the corner on Cushing 
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Street, El Fronterizo printed local and international news in Spanish and the Alianza 

Hispano Americana served as a center for political organizing. Fruit and vegetable 

vendors rode through the neighborhood on horsedrawn wagons selling produce to 

the Mexican families who lived in the barrio. 

With the information we have from the book, the map of the barrio, plus your 

inner feelings about where your building should be, make a map out of your cards. 

Place your building in relationship to the rest of the neighborhood. 

(Let them negotiate until all cards are placed) 

Does that look about right to everyone? Any complaints? 

Line up next to each other according to your map. Your placement in the room 

should correspond to where you placed your building on the map. 
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Unit 3, Lesson 2 

Part 3: Passing the Apple 

Goals 

To culminate the community exercises with an opportunity for students to 

interact in role. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to interact symbolically in role. 

Materials 

An apple. 

Summary 

In role, students exchange the apple with another member of the community 

until the apple passes through the entire neighborhood. 

Beginning with the fruit vendor, this apple must pass through the hands of each 

person in the community. The vendor will choose one person to sell the apple to, 

and then that person will choose someone to trade the apple to, and so on, until the 

apple makes its way through the entire community back to the vendor. 

But, the apple is not free. Each time someone offers you the apple, you must 

make an offer in return. Your offer must be something in particular that you can 

offer because of who you are, your job or role. 

So, when someone comes to you with the apple, shake hands, introduce 

yourself in role and make your offer. 

Example: Hello, I'm Sting. If you give me the apple, I'll take you to the MTV 

music awards. 
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The offer must be reasonable. The appleholder cannot give up the apple or 

move until they receive a viable offer from their chosen person. 

(After one round...) 

Let's see how many times you can get the apple around in three minutes. Every 

time you complete a round, pass the apple to the vendor to begin again. In each 

round, you must pass the apple to a different person and you must make a new and 

different offer. 

Extension 

Make a personal map showing the places that are important to you and your 

friends. List the roles of people that you interact with daily. 
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Unit 3 

Lesson 3: Developing Roles 

Goals 

To develop students' skills in character development through physicalization. 

Objectives 

Students will create the movement style and posture of their character. Students 

will be able to answer questions about the personality and life of their characters. 

Summary 

Students develop their roles in the community through physical activity. 

Beginning by experimenting with different leading centers and isolation, students 

develop character walks. 

Warm Up: Isolations 

Instruct students to stand in a circle. Guide students through locating and 

isolating movement in specific body parts. Begin at the feet and work up the legs to 

the torso, neck and head. Example: Tense your toes. Release and wiggle only 

your toes. Now tense your ankles. Release and move only your ankle. 

Leading Centos 

Tell students to walk around the room, relaxed. Ask them to lead their walk 

with their heads, to push their foreheads out in front of them as they move. Then 

ask them to lead with their nose, and next their chin. 

After a few moments, switch the leading center to their stomach. 

Allow them to experience several different leading centers. 



Discussion 

Do certain types of people come to mind with different leading centers? What 

interpretations do you make about a person who walks with their head out in front 

of their body? Does it make a difference in character if you lead with your chin or 

your nose? 

(Ask the students to demonstrate different characters they are familiar with— 

people they see every day or people on T.V.—by their walks. Have the rest of the 

class guess who they are impersonating.) 

Character Walk 

Now, let's experiment with your characters, your roles from yesterday. 

What do you know about your character? What type of work do they do? 

Do they lift heavy objects all day or is their work more intellectual? 

What attitude do you want to add to your character? Is your character happy? 

Are they angry? How can you tell when someone is angry just by looking at them? 

We're going to go back to the leading centers to start building the walks of your 

characters. As we go through each center decide what feels most like your 

character and what doesn't. 

(Repeat leading centers, this time with students in role.) 

Does it feel right for your character to lead with your chin or does that not match 

your attitude? 

(After completing all centers ...) 

Choose the center that works best for who you think your character is and begin 

to walk as your character. As you get more and more comfortable, add any quirks 

or attitude cues that define your character. 

(Hand out Character Study Form) 
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Character Study Form 

Instructions: Answer the following questions in the first person voice of your role. You 

may use additional paper or the backside of the form. 

Name: Age: Occupation: 

Physical Description: 

Family Description: 

Describe a typical day in your life. With whom do you interact? Where do you go? What 

do you do? 

What do you like and dislike about your job and role in the community? 

When was the last time you felt sad? What were you sad about? 

What are your goals? Dreams? 



Unit 3 

Lesson 4: The Field Trip 

Goals 

To provide the opportunity for students to connect historical information with a 

physical place. 

Objectives 

Students will demonstrate their ability to physicalize characters and relate 

character to environment. 

Summary 

The students tour the barrio in role. 

(At the Banio) 

Although it is somewhat empty now, there was a time when the barrio was the 

center of action. 

Listen to this quote from a man who grew up here in the early 1900s: 

Now that I remember, the life in those old barrios was a full and rich 

one. We all lived together—Jews, Syrians, Mexicans, Chinese, 

Lebanese—and everyone spoke Spanish. You know when I think 

about my memories as a boy, the life of a child today seems sterile 

in comparison. Sin chiste—without flavor. Everything children of 

today know they get from television. It's sad everything is so 

spread out and disconnected now. There's no sense of community. 

—Native Tucsonan, Henry Garcia (qtd. in Martin 70) 

We're going to walk through the streets in complete silence first. 
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As you follow me through the neighborhood, think about your character and 

if you can picture your character's life here. 

(Lead the students on a silent tour of barrio.) 

This time as we walk through, I'd like you to walk as your character. 

Remember what leading center you used the other day. 

(After a few minutes ...) 

Now, I'd like you to add your sound from the other day as we walk. One by 

one so nobody gets drowned out. 

(After a complete tour, take out an apple.) 

Now, take your place in the neighborhood, approximately where you were set 

up on the map. Similar to the other day, I'm going to give the apple to the vendor 

and you will pass the apple through the entire community. Today you don't need to 

make an offer, simply greet the person who is offering the apple and hand it to 

someone different each time. 

Discussion 

Did it feel different to do this exercise in the barrio than in the classroom? Did 

you have any new thoughts about your character? 

Let's take one last tour. You may circle the barrio in whichever direction you 

please as long as you remain silent. Meet at Teatro Carmen. 

(At Teatro Carmen, take role of interviewer, encourage students to answer in 

role) 

Discuss: Excuse me sir, what play did you just see? Ma'am, how often do you 

come to the theatre? Why do you come here to the theatre? 
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Let's walk one last time as a group silently through the barrio up to the 

convention center across the street so we can look at the barrio from outside. Then 

we'll break up to give you time to do your individual assignments. 

(At the Convention Center) 

The convention center covers a lot of land that used to be the barrio. 

Here's another quote from Henry Garcia: 

Anyway, as I was saying, after so many years of doing without 

water and electricity, after all the houses were paid for and 

modernized and the gardens were flourishing—that's when the City 

decided to take homes away from the people and evict them ... The 

way it is now—The Community Center. No one goes there, not 

even the flies. Have you noticed? It is practically abandoned most 

of the time. They had this idea that they would make the 

Community Center and revitalize downtown. They spent millions 

and millions of dollars and look at it now. They ran out all of the 

people ... (qtd. in Martin 75) 

Extension 

Write a first person narrative in the voice of your role. You can write a review 

of a play your character has seen, a letter to a family member, a letter of protest to 

the convention center. 

(Main source: Martin. Images and Conversations: Mexican Americans Recall a 

Southwestern Pasrt 
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Unit 3 

Discussion Day 

Goals 

For students to reflect on and express any feelings evoked from the previous 

lessons. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to articulate learning principles of the unit in terms of their 

opinions and reactions. 

Discussion: 

What did it feel like to walk through the streets of the barrio? Could you picture 

the community or parts of the life of your character? What about when you were at 

the Convention Center? Do you think that first Henry Garcia quote is accurate? Do 

you think your lives are without flavor? Is your neighborhood similar to the barrio 

in some ways? 

(Allow time for people to share their narratives.) 

Personal Extensions 

Write a monologue, poem or song or draw a picture of a place that has been 

important in your life. Your choice could be a gathering place for you and your 

friends, a place you went with your family. 
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Unit 4: Exploring La Carpa 

Lesson 1: Introduction 

Goals 

To give students basic information about la carpa. 

Objectives 

Students will understand the function and framework of la carpa. 

Materials 

"La Carpa" video 

Summary 

A brief lecture describing la carpa followed by video dramatization, "La Carpa." 

Review 

We discussed that Teatro Carmen provided the Mexican and Mexican American 

people the opportunity to come together as a community, to speak and hear the 

Spanish language and to establish and reaffirm cultural values. Teatro Carmen was 

an elegant place for the middle class Mexican Americans. At the same time Teatro 

Carmen was entertaining audiences dressed in evening gowns and fancy suits with 

formal dramas, a very different type of Mexican American theatre was also 

flourishing. The poorer Mexican Americans had a type of theatre called la carpa. 

La carpa was the travelling "poor man's" tent show. La carpa companies rode 

wagons into inner city barrios and workers' fields out in rural areas. They would 

come into town, put up their tents and perform their show. The show combined 

circus, satire, dirty jokes, singing, dancing and even acrobatics. Most importantly, 

la carpa took whatever was controversial and put it on stage. The subjects the 
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Mexican Americans couldn't talk about for fear of getting in trouble appeared in the 

skits and songs of la carpa. 

"Carpa" is the Quechua word for awning made of interwoven branches. In 

Spanish carpa means canvas cover or tent The carpa troupes would roll into town 

in rickety, worn-out trucks, loaded with baggage and show paraphernalia and set 

up their tent in whatever vacant lot was available. Then, came el convite, the oral 

invitation to the show. The troupe members would go to bars or shops or roll 

through the town on the truck shouting, "Vengan a la carpa! Big Event! Everyone 

come!" 

The shows often began with the band and a display of lights and scenery. The 

band played fast while spotlights of different colors flashed on the scenery. The 

rest of the show involved any combination of the following: 

• singing—popular songs and corridos, ballads that tell the story of historic 

figures or current events 

• dancing 

• acrobats 

•jugglers 

• short, acted-out tragedies about love 

• buen hablar—exquisitely poetic, passionate speeches 

•poetry 

• el pelado- the clown of la carpa. 

Show "La Carpa" video (Summary: A fable set in the fields of rural California 

tells how the life of a young campesino is changed after the shooting of his best 

friend and his encounter with a carpa troupe.). 



Discussion 

Was the character treated fairly by the law? By his boss? Why or why not? 

How did la carpa help the worker? 

Incidents of unfair treatment happened frequently in the lives of Mexican 

Americans. Mexican workers needed jobs desperately. Bosses often took 

advantage of the workers, paying very little for long hours of hard physical labor. 

Mexicans frequently found themselves struggling to defend their rights. La carpa 

was one of the ways the people found strength to go on. Through la carpa the 

people could come together and express the feelings and ideas that were not being 

printed in the newspaper or were too dangerous to talk about at work. 

Discussion 

Do you see your perspective reflected in the newspapers or television? Where 

and when do you get to tell your side of the story? 
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Unit 4 

Lesson 2: Values Garification 

Parti: Unfinished Sentences 

(adapted from source: Kent Sorensen, Social Action Theatre Unit) 

Goals 

For students to clarify and articulate their beliefs and concerns. 

Objectives 

Students will identify topics that they feel strongly about. 

Materials 

List of unfinished statements. 

Summary 

Students verbally fill in the blanks of statements with their opinions. 

Discussion 

Before we begin working on la carpa, we have to figure out a few key 

questions: What do you want to say? Who do you want to say it to? 

We're going to spend some time exploring what in the world concerns you. 

Block off boundaries of a square large enough to give the students space to 

move around. Tell everyone find a place on the perimeter of the square. When the 

music begins, each person should leave the original spot and cross to another spot. 

As soon as they reach their destination, they turn and cross to another spot. Once 

they are continually moving, begin reading unfinished statements, i.e., "The 

happiest day of my life was ..." Encourage the students to identify the first true 

answer that comes to mind. When they want to articulate their responses, they step 
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into the center of the square, stop and complete the statement. "The happiest day of 

my life was the day I was born." As soon as they state their sentence, they resume 

travelling through the square. After everyone has responded, move on to the next 

statement. If people draw blanks or don't want to answer a particular question, at 

some point during the statement, they must step into the center and say, "Pass." 

Sample Statements: 

• If I had 24 hours to live ... 

• Many people don't agree with me about... 

• President Clinton should ... 

• The best dream I ever had was ... 

• I would feel safe if... 

• I used to ... now I... 

• I would never... 

• The United States is ... 

• If I could learn to do anything, I would ... 

• The last time I read a newspaper ... 

• Guns are ... 

• So many people are ... 

• I have had nightmares about... 

• When I get angry I... 

• If I won a million dollars I would ... 
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Unit 4, Lesson 2 

Part 2: The Newspaper Connection 

Coals 

For students to explore the connection between themselves as individuals and 

the world and current events. 

Objectives 

Students will read newspaper articles. Students will discuss the underlying 

issues of the articles as they relate to their lives. 

Materials 

Newspapers. 

Summary 

Students identify newspaper articles that reflect their statements. They choose 

one focus issue and begin a file of articles about that issue. 

Hand out newspapers. Ask the students to find an article that reflects one of the 

statements that they completed, especially a statement they felt strongly about. The 

articles can support or contrast their opinions. 

After students have found their articles, sit in a circle. Have the students tell the 

main points of the article and what statement it reflects. 

As a group, list all the issues that have come up in the exercise. 

Ask students to pick the issue that interests or effects them most. 

It can be a topic they want to learn more about, or that they don't understand, or 

that they feel strongly for or against. Encourage them to choose an issue that they 

feel strongly about it in some way because they will spent time focusing on it. 
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Assignment/News File 

Assign students to begin a notebook news file. Tell them to collect newspaper, 

magazine pictures and articles that involve their primary issue. They may also add 

news they hear on the street, about the neighborhood or school, as long as they 

document their source and find a newspaper or magazine article that connects to the 

story in some way. They should add to the file daily. Later, they can draw on the 

information in their file for source material for la carpa. 
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Unit 4 

Lesson 3: Political Humor 

Goals 

To demonstrate how political statements can be expressed through 

entertainment. To highlight how humor was used in la carpa. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to identify and interpret political humor. Students will 

understand the function of political humor, specifically in respect to la carpa. 

Materials 

Video clips from "House of Bugging," "In Living Color, "Saturday Night 

Live," Rush Limbaugh, "The Simpsons," Whoopi Goldberg's "Whoopi," and 

selected stand-up comics. 

Summary 

Students watch video examples of political humor, followed by brief lecture on 

la carpa. 

Political Humor Videos 

Tell students to notice how the performers express political and personal 

opinions through humor. How does Rush Limbaugh work differently from 

Whoopi Goldberg? 

Show video clips that focus on political humor, injustice and scandal. 



Lecture: La Carpa 

Just like in these clips, la carpa used humor to point out racism, injustice, 

political scandals, unemployment—anything that was controversial in the 

community would show up in la carpa. 

Humor and political commentary ran throughout the entire show. All the 

performers would use humor in their acts and an emcee might connect the acts by 

joke telling and clowning. But most of the humor in la carpa came from the short 

skits of el pelado. 

El pelado wore a ragged jacket and a battered hat. He looked funny and might 

walk funny because el pelado used his body to get laughs. Did you see examples 

of physical humor in the video? 

In addition to physical humor, el pelado would use words to get laughs. 

A lot of his jokes were confusions between English and Spanish. He would 

make mistakes in language and produce sentences that had double meanings, often 

sexual meanings that would get him into trouble. 

El pelado depicted the struggle of Mexicans trying to adjust to life in the U.S. or 

escape the turmoil of Mexico. He was always involved in situations of injustice, 

like the injustices of the Mexican Americans. Often el pelado joked about the most 

controversial subjects of the time, such as unemployment, racism and political 

scandals. Although el pelado might look simple and stupid in the beginning, by the 

end of the skit, he would always win. 

Have you seen characters like that, in real life or on television? 

A big part of the la carpa show was audience interaction. Especially with el 

pelado, the performers would encourage and invite the audience to shout out 

suggestions and reactions, however rude they might be. 
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La carpa shows were performed primarily in Spanish. In la carpa, the Mexican 

Americans could express sentiments that could not be printed in the newspapers or 

said in public for fear that they would lose their jobs or even be deported. With la 

carpa, the community could come together to maintain and build identity. Through 

la carpa, the people could define what it meant to be Mexican American. 
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Unit 4 

Lesson 4: El Teatro Campesino 

(Source: Kent Sorensen, Social Action Drama Unit) 

Goals 

To provide a model for the students to create carpa material. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to identify some basic principles of drama: plot, conflict, 

antagonist, protagonist. Students will be familiar with Chicano theatre group, El 

Teatro Campesino. 

MATERIALS 

Teatro Campesino video tapes, Luis Valdez' script, La Ouinta Temporada 

Summary 

Brief lecture about chicano theatre group El Teatro Campesino. 

Read through of La Ouinta Temporada. Group script analysis. Video 

examples. 

La carpa companies toured the Southwest U.S. from the 1890s up through the 

1950s. Then, in the 1960s, the form re-emerged with Teatro Campesino. 

In the 1960s, Cesar Chavez was trying to organize the farmworkers of the 

grape industry into a union. The working conditions for the campesinos were 

extremely unhealthy. The workers were exposed to toxic pesticides and received 

very low wages. 

Luis Valdez founded a theatre group called Teatro Campesino to dramatize the 

plight of grape pickers in California and help organize the workers. After success 

in creating a union, Teatro Campesino used drama to promote pride in Mexican-
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American culture. Not only do they continue to perform today but, in the 1960s 

and 1970s, Teatro Campesino launched a whole new wave of Chicano theatre. 

The theatre of Teatro Campesino borrowed some techniques from la carpa. 

When you watch the video, see if you can identify elements of la carpa. 

Read through La Ouinta Temporada script and analyze as a group. 

What happens in this play, what is the plot? 

What is the conflict of this play? 

From whose point of view is this play written? Does it take the side of the 

worker or the boss? 

In stories and plays, the character that is struggling to overcome an obstacle and 

achieve a goal is called the protagonist. The protagonist is usually the main 

character, the person we follow through the plot. Often, the story revolves around 

the protagonist's attempts to achieve a goal. Frequently, she or he is trying to bring 

order to the world of the play. In your life, you are the protagonist. Everyday you 

set out to achieve a goal, whether it is to avoid work or get to work or win a 

baseaball game. Each day is the story of your attempt, success or failure of 

reaching the goal. Who is the protagonist in this script? 

The character who most gets in the way of the protagonist, who causes the 

protagonist to work really hard to get the goal is called the antagonist. Do you have 

any antagonists in your life? Who is the antagonist in the script? 

Summarize the viewpoint of the worker. The boss? 

How would you change the play if you were writing it from the boss' 

perspective? Show me. 

(Have students work with ideas on their feet.) 

What message was Campesino communicating through their skits? 
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How did Campesino get their points across? What do you recognize from La 

Carpa? 

Show Teatro Campesino tapes. 

Assignment 

Review your collection of articles. Follow the article report guideline and 

analyze each article. Choose one article to bring in to class that has a strong impact 

on you . 



GUIDE TO WRITING NEWS EVENT REPORT (SORENSEN) 

SUMMARIZE THE PLOT OF YOUR STORY: (what happens?) 

IDENTIFY THE CHARACTERS: (who is it about?) 

ARTICULATE THE CONFLICT: 

IDENTIFY THE PROTAGONIST and viewpoint: 

IDENTIFY THE ANTAGONIST and viewpoint: 

STATE THE MAIN IDEA OF THE ARTICLE: 

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE ARTICLE OR EVENT? 
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Unit 4 

Lesson 5: News Dramatization 

(Adapted from source: Kent Sorensen, Social Action Drama Unit) 

Goals 

To show students how to transform current events into drama. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to dramatize a story with a clear beginning, middle and 

end. 

Summary 

Ask students to work in groups to tell a familiar folk tale through "freeze-

frames" or tableau. Give each group a newspaper article and ask them to freeze 

frame the story. Analyze the components of the stories. 

Warm Up: Freeze Frame Stories 

Tell the groups to choose a story that will be familiar to the class. With each 

group member portraying a character, they must create 3-5 dramatic pictures that tell 

the story. Each story must have a beginning, middle and end. After 3 minutes of 

rehearsal, the groups perform their human slide show and the others guess the 

name of the story. 

Newspaper Exercise 

Collect an article from each student. Randomly assign each group an article. 

Give five minutes for the students to come up with 3-5 freeze frames that tell the 

story of the article. Each story must have a beginning, middle and end. 



Show and share. As a group, analyze the plots, protagonists, antagonists, 

conflicts and main ideas. 



Unit 4 

Lesson 6: Theatre of the Oppressed 

(Adapted from source: Augusto Boal, Games for Actors and Non-Actors) 

Parti: Image Theatre 

Goals 

For students to actively apply script analysis to dramatization while learning 

new strategies for creating drama. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to work collaboratively in dramatization. Students will be 

able to make dramatic choices in respect to stage picture, conflict, etc. 

Summary 

Students compose a tableau of a central conflict of a news story. The audience 

sculpts the students into a picture of the ideal resolution of the conflict. The actors 

improvise how they would move from the first frame to the ideal. 

As a group, pick one of the stories from the freeze frame exercise to work with 

further. 

Tell students to show the story again. 

Ask students to make a physical picture of the main conflict. Work with the 

whole class to add or subtract elements to strengthen and clarify the picture. 

Have the class instruct the actors to reflect the conflict from the protagonist's 

viewpoint. Now, ask them to show the conflict from the antagonist's perspective. 

Return to the protagonist's viewpoint. Ask actors to make a picture of the ideal 

version of this situation. Ask the class how could they move from the frame of 

conflict to the ideal picture? What obstacles block the protagonist? Work with the 



entire class until the actors can perform the new freeze frame from conflict frame to 

ideal resolution. 
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Unit 4, Lesson 6 

Part 2: Forum Theatre 

(Adapted from source: Augusto Boal, Theatre of the Oppressed) 

goals 

To increase techniques of audience participatory theatre. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to create and employ dramatic strategies. Students will be 

able to improvise dialogue in relationship to a scenario. 

Summary 

Audience directs the protagonist to overcome obstacles. 

A. 

Choose a freeze frame story that was not worked on during image theatre. 

Have actors show the story. 

Analyze the dramatic elements of the play. 

Return to the first frame of the stoiy. Ask the class what the protagonist wants 

and what stands in his/her way. Have actors improvise dialogue to this first scene, 

make it clear who they are and what they want. 

Ask the class if they saw the protagonist use any strategies that were ineffective. 

Encourage students to contribute alternative strategies. Actors try strategies 

suggested by the "audience." Are they closer to getting what they want? 

Continue this scene until the protagonist gets what he/she wants. 

When the students have an idea for an alternative strategy, they yell "Freeze!" 

and tell the protagonist the strategy. 
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B. 

Choose another freeze frame story. 

View freeze frames. Actors improvise dialogue to the first scene. 

This time, when a student thinks of a new strategy, they yell, "Freeze!" and go 

into the scene to take the protagonist's place. Continue subbing in until the 

protagonist achieves his/her goal. 

Discussion 

How did you know when to jump in? Were there points when you thought the 

protagonist would lose? How did the antagonist retain control or power? 
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Unit 4 

Lesson 7: Buen Hablar 

Goals 

To expose students to a traditional Mexican-American art foim. 

Objectives 

Students will be able to identify different styles of communication. Students 

will sharpen and refine their verbal skills. 

Materials 

Rap tape, Poem, Taboo cards. 

Summary 

Students listen to diverse styles of communication. Students experiment with 

embellishing their verbal exchanges. 

(Play sample of selected rap tape.) 

What is the rapper saying? Are these the same words your teachers would use 

to communicate the message? What might they say? (choose student to 

demonstrate) 

(Read the poem.) 

What is the poet talking about? How might the rapper communicate the same 

message? The teacher? 

One of the traditions in Mexican American culture is to speak with the most 

interesting words you can come up with. It's called Buen Hablar. In la carpa, the 

performers of buen hablar were called "declamadores." Los declamadores gave 

eloquent, passionate speeches. The talent of buen hablar can be used in formal 

competitions, casual street challenges and everyday conversation. It involves 
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choosing the most descriptive, exciting way to communicate your thoughts. 

Although buen hablar isn't always funny, witty word choice can help any comic get 

a laugh. 

Exercise 1. Taboo: (Adapted from board game by Milton Bradley) 

Pair up students. Match up two sets of pairs. Pair 1: Partner A will be given the 

taboo card. The taboo card will have one word at the top. A will have one minute 

to give clues to B until B guesses the word. If B guesses the word, A goes on to 

the next card. But, on each card is a list of "taboo" words, words A cannot say in 

the hints. 

Example: Word—bicycle. Taboo words—wheels, tires, handlebars, speed and 

gears. 

Pair 2: Both partners are responsible for watching the clock, making sure their 

opponents only take one minute and don't say any of the taboo words. Once the 

minute has run out, switch. 

Exercise 2: Pair up. Partner A speaks for one minute. They will describe the 

beginning of this day in his/her life, focusing on the ordinary details. Partner B, 

listens closely. When A finishes, B retells the story. When B comes across a 

noun, he/she adds an adjective to describe that object. At every verb, B inserts an 

adverb to describe that action. 

Partner A listens closely. When B finishes, retell the story. This time, A includes 

all of B's adjectives and adverbs, but must find new nouns and verbs to say the 

same thing. They may need to substitute entire phrases to fully describe the noun. 

Have the pairs tell the final version of the story. 

Switch and repeat with Partner B telling the original story, partner A adding 

adverbs and adjectives and then Partner B finishing with the new, embellished 

version. 



Assignment 

Choose a newspaper article. Using buen hablar, compose a rap, stand-up 

routine, poem or a speech that communicates the information with different words 

in three minutes or less. Focus on word choice and communication. 
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Unit 5: Constructing La Carpa: Group Decision Making 

Goals 

For Groups That Do Not Intend to Perform: The decision-making process 

provides opportunity for participants to creatively synthesize the historical and 

personal information they've learned. Alternative creative projects (the 

storyboards, short stories) give a structure for closure and culmination of the unit 

on la carpa. 

For Performance-Oriented Groups: The decision-making process provides a 

framework for creating their unique interpretation of la carpa. The production 

planning enables students to actively exercise their skills of dramatic analysis in 

combination with the historical content of the unit. 

Objectives 

Vary according to project design. 

Materials 

Brainstorming utensils (chalkboard or large paper pad, writing implement and 

calendar). 

Special Note: 

In accordance with the nature of la carpa, the structure of a carpa production 

should authentically evolve out of the group. To impose a structure on the group 

would present paradoxes in philosophy and form to the artistic and historical 

tradition. 
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Therefore, the following lesson does not provide step-by-step instruction for 

composing a carpa production. Instead, it outlines a strategy for brainstorming 

possibilities. 

As with the lessons of the entire unit, in devising the culminating product, the 

students must be in the center of the decision-making and artistic process. 

Moreover, the instructor becomes a facilitator for the process of the group. In 

addition to skills of negotiation and facilitation, this model requires that the 

instructor possess the ability to combine and link diverse ideas in a dramatic 

structure. 

La Carpa thrives on a mix of eclectic ingredients. Even seemingly incongruent 

elements should be able to co-exist within one structure. 
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Unit 5 

Part 1: Brainstorm 

Who would you want to see in a carpa show? What kind of acts? What type of characters? 

(List responses for discussion) 

In what time period would you want to place your show? Current? Historical? 

(List) 

Where could you set la carpa? 

(List) 

What issues and themes would you want a carpa show to include? 

(List) 

Do you remember any material from the exercises (freeze frames, city streets) that 

effectively depicts any of these issues? 

(list) 

Is there any material you'd like to adapt to fit into the carpa show? 

(list) 

What is the main point you would want your carpa show to make? 

(list) 
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Unit 5 

Part 2: Discuss Options 

A. Produce a Cama Show 

• Contemporary (adapt the traditional form, infusing modern style, characters 

and content). 

Example: combine hip hop music, short skits about gangs, characters such as a 

gay street kid clown figure, a pregnant drug dealer singer, etc. 

This model may resemble elements of the television show "In Living Color." 

• Anachronistic (follow traditional form, use modern content). 

Example: El pelado struggles against the pressures of unemployment, waiting 

by his fax machine and checking his voice mail. 

This model may resemble the humor of Joseph and the Technicolor Dreamcoat. 

in which biblical characters are making references to credit cards and Elvis. 

• Historical (traditional form and content) a period piece based on research. 

B. Produce a Plav Within a Plav. set la carpa in a narrative 

• Conflict regarding a carpa company 

Examples: running into the law, running out of money. 

• Combine different time periods 

Examples: flashbacks of old carpa performers. 

• Combine samples of different carpa companies 

Examples: if several people want to play the same role, to incorporate multiple 

singers or pelados, could show segments of various carpa companies touring the 

same circuit. 

• Drama that explores related aspects and situations to la carpa 
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Examples: slices of life of the performers in the company, a family in the 

audience, the Anglo rancher who wants to shut down the show, episodic montage 

adapting the method of The Living Newspaper, with la carpa performance taking a 

very small focus. 

C. Roles 

Participants could: 

• perform as themselves 

• develop characters of carpa performers, audience members, townspeople 
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Unit 5 

Part 3: Make Decisions 

1. Each student writes a written proposal of the part they want to play, describing 

the characters (are they performers? a character outside of performance?) and 

providing a basic character thumbnail sketch (brief oudine of personality, 

background, time period). 

Students may also express interest in technical elements (set design, music 

costumes, etc.) 

2. Bring proposals to the group and share. Discuss possible combinations of 

people and characters. Define groups of collaborators. 

3. Assign the groups to write outlines of any ideas for segments or scripts. 

4. Ask groups to storyboard their segments. Create visual images that express 

tone, content, action of the segment. 

5. Storyboard the visual images as a group. How do the pieces fit together? 
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Unit 5 

Part 4: Extra Training and Development 

For Groups Not Intending to Perform: 

After group storyboard, assign students to write a story or a poem about the 

carpa show in both first person and third person narratives. 

Students could write sample scripts, corridos, sketch costumes or research 

reports to present to the class. 

For Performance-Oriented Groups: 

Define Needs (determined in part by the available resources of time and talent, 

possible areas may include): 

• clowning 

• composing corridos 

• scriptwriting 

• designing costumes, sets, etc. 

• technical skills 



Unit 5 

Part 5: Set Deadlines 

• scripts 

• designs 

• character studies 

Part 6: Schedule Rehearsals, Production Preparation and Performance 

Part 7: Evaluation and Discussion 
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CONCLUSION 

The eclectic threads of which la carpa is made weave the drama, dance, music and 

humor of the Mexican American people into one vibrant fabric of political identity. Social 

drama, too, forges unity by opening access of expression to individuals who may not yet 

have spoken, or who have not yet been heard. Social drama funnels a vast range of 

experience into a single creation, powered by the convergence of diverse perspectives. 

Likewise, the power of drama in education generates from a multi-faceted source. 

Inherently interdisciplinary, drama in education operates on several levels of learning 

simultaneously. While participants develop interpersonal ability and artistic skills they also 

gain comprehension of academic content. The dramatic activity calls on the students' 

cognitive, verbal, motor, intuitive and spatial intelligences, the left and right hemispheres of 

the brain and a multitude of ways of knowing. 

As schools reshape curriculum for a new century of learning, increasingly 

educators are turning to the strategy at the core of la carpa, social drama and drama in 

education. Frequently, those vested with the task of creating new educational solutions are 

recommending combining the forces of combined forces. 

Howard Gardner's work at the Harvard laboratory program Arts PROPEL, 

confirms his belief that arts education restricted to art production is not sufficient. 

Arts PROPEL (an acronym for production, perception and reflection) seeks to 

provide artistic challenges by intermingling technique training with the study of arts 

history and criticism. He states,"As much as possible our educational efforts are 

designed to involve the fabrication of artistic work, the discrimination of important 

features in works of arts, and the ability to stand back and reflect upon the meaning 

of artistic works those created by others and by the students themselves" (45). 
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Gardner proposes to revitalize arts education by thoroughly mixing the maximum 

potential of artistic elements rather than honing one isolated function. 

The National Standards for Art Education, a countrywide directive for arts in 

education in the U.S., also eschews the compartmentalization of artistic elements in favor 

of a careful amalgamation. Formerly known as Goals 2000, the National Standards were 

passed into legislation in 1994, codifying into law the importance of art in public education. 

The bill mandates that scholastic institutions treat art equally to other academic areas, such 

as math, science, English and history. For every grade level from kindergarten through 

high school, the National Standards outline specific priorities for assessment of both the 

program and students' achievement. 

In setting goals for what every student should be able to know and do, the National 

Standards stress the synthesis and integration of several realms of art. As with Gardner's 

model, the National Standards state that the ideal arts program incorporates creating and 

performing art, with perceiving, analyzing, and understanding the historical context. The 

priorities of the National Standards are to: 

... assure opportunities for students to produce, perform 

andappreciate the arts from their own cultural perspective and that of 

others ... distribute curriculum models that exhibit problem-solving 

and higher order thinking skills and enhance development of 

psychomotor skills ... demonstrate the arts as a vehicle to build 

personal and social confidence, self-discipline and responsibility. 

(The Value of Arts Education 7) 

The task force that is designing the guidelines for the next generation has resolved to push 

educational resources to merge, rather than to divide and conquer. 

Leading practitioners of educational drama warn of the dangers of isolating 

methodologies. For Gavin Bolton, disjunction of artistic possibilities leads to 
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damage. Bolton explains that confessional drama for the goal of self-expression 

exposes the face of the individual, while theatre using metaphor and symbols 

creates a mask. "If we confine our view of drama to that of performance art we 

may so love the mask, we overlook the face. Likewise, it would be equally 

regrettable if in finding so much satisfaction from the face, we withheld from our 

children the artistry of creating a mask" (Drama as Education 103). 

Instead of pitting realism vs. symbolism, performance against process, Bolton 

suggests that we attempt to reach those rare moments when both the mask and the face exist 

simultaneously, or are indistinguishable from one another. To transcend limitations we 

must release our clutches on limiting restrictions. 

The demands of growth in our technology, population and environment constantly 

introduce new pressures to expand and reshape our limitations. Mere children of the 

universe, we are rapt in rapid evolution. Why not work within Darwin's paradigm? Why 

not select out specific elements that we have experienced as successful to use in new 

combinations? We have the technology to breed glorious hybrids. Let us benefit from our 

advancements, instead of merely suffer from pollution. Progress need not revolve around 

obliterating all that which preceded now. Progress can occur by collecting wisdoms of the 

past to apply into the future. 

Clearly, in light of the velocity of transformation that awaits us, to survive we need 

to adapt. Look at a living cell under a microscope. Life is dynamic. Watch one scene of a 

play. Theatre is dynamic. Education must be dynamic, too. 

In Tony Jackson's book Learning Through Theatre. David Pammenter speaks of 

the need for dramatic education to strive for dynamism. 

As long as it attempts to make the issues that face our society, of 

which our children are part, accessible to children, as long as it 

seeks to liberate understanding and not impose order, as long as it 
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seeks to make sense of the chaos of the real world and by doing so 

allow children to perceive and understand the changes and 

contradictions going on around them, at of which they are a part, 

then TIE must go on changing too ... (54) 

The model for teaching la carpa cannot serve as a finite resolution. La carpa can act 

as one passionate step towards our everchanging infinite destination. 



APPENDIX A: 

VOCABULARIODELACARPA: KEY VOCABULARY 

rascuachism 

status 

power 

la carpa 

el pelado 

corridos 

buen hablar 

declamadores 

voladores 

convite 

community 

role 

barrio 

Teatro Carmen 

Carmen and Ramon Vasquez 

South Meyer Street 

panaderia 

campesino 

maestra 

sin chiste 

political humor 

Cesar Chavez 

Luiz Valdez 



El Teatro Campesino 

Theatre of the Oppressed 

Image Theatre 

Forum Theatre 

leading center 

isolation 

attitude 

character walk 

protagonist 

antagonist 

plot 

conflict 

obstacle 

point of view 

idea 

freeze frame 

story board 

brainstorm 

anachronistic 

thumbnail sketch 

narrative 

stage picture 
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APPENDIX B: 

LIST OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

UNIT 1 
A Deck of Playing Cards 

Two blindfolds 

UNIT 2 
A Map of Mexico before and after 1854 U.S. Acquisitions (Available in Historical Atlas of 
Arziona by Henry P. Walker and Don Bufkin; and Historical Atlas ofThe American West 
by Warren Beck and Ynez D. Haase. See References for complete information). 

Masking Tape 

A Deck of Playing Cards 

UNIT 3 
Supplementary Reading: Images and Conversations: Mexican Americans Recall a 
Southwestern Past, by Patricia Preciado Martin (See References). 

A Map of the Barrio Historico, Tucson, AZ. (Available in Tucson, published by Sanborn 
Map Co. See References) 

Role Cards (Model provided in Lesson 2, p. 52) 

Blank Cards 

Apple 

Character study form (Model provided in Lesson 3, p. 61) 

UNIT 4 
"La Carpa" video (Available through Echo Park Filmwros, 8051 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 5, 
Los Angeles, CA. 90045. Phone: (310)215-0878 Fax: (310)348-9664). 

Unfinished statements (Model provided in Lesson 2, p.69) 

Newspapers 

Selected video clips of political humor (Suggestions provided, Lesson 3, page 73). 

Script of La Ouinta Temporada in Actos by Luis Valdez (See References) 
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Videos of El Teatro Campesino: 
El Teatro Campesino prcxiuced by National Educational TV and Radio Center, New York, 
1970. "A history of ETC from its beginnings in the fields, boosting the morale of striking 
Mexican American farmworkers and winning over non-strikers, to its present role as 
theater committed to social changes on a broad front" 61 minutes, 16 mm, black and 
white (See References). 

I am Joaquin produced by El Teatro Campesino/ George Ballis Associates, 1970. 
"A dramatization of the Chicano poem of the same title by Corky Gonzales about the 
Mexican American experience from Cortes to the current farmworkers' struggle, 
emphasizing th eproblems of suppressed Mexicans." 20 minutes, 16 mm, color (See 
References). 

News Report Guide Sheets (Model provided, Lesson 4, p. 79) 

Supplementary Reading: Games for Actors and Non-Actors by Augusto Boal, translated 
by Adrian Jackson (See References). 

Rap tape 

Poem 

Taboo Cards, available in the board game Taboo by Milton Bradley, retail price $19.99. 

ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES: 

Scriptwriting: Teaching Young Playwrights by Gerald Chapman (See References). 

Clowning Skills: Clowning for Circus and Stage by Mark Stolzenberg (See References). 

Multicultural Teaching: Multicultural Teaching By Pamela And Iris Tiedt (See References). 
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